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In traditional interference lithography, interference fringes are typically phase locked to a stationary
substrate using analog homodyne photodiode signals that are fed back to control a phase-shifting
device such as an electro-optic modulator or a piezoelectrically transduced mirror. Commercially
available fringe-locking systems based on this approach often achieve stability of the interference
fringes to within a small fraction of the fringe periodp ~typically 6p/20 peak-to-peak!. We describe
the performance of a heterodyne fringe control system utilizing acousto-optic phase shifters and
digital controls that is designed to satisfy the much more stringent fringe control requirements for
scanning beam interference lithography. We demonstrate locking to6p/100, and expect further
significant improvements. This versatile system can also be used to lock the phase of moving fringes
in almost arbitrary fashion at fringe velocities up to 2.53107 periods/s and to measure the phase of
gratings. © 2001 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1410096#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Whenever a holographic exposure takes more than a s
fraction of a second, fluctuations in the index of refraction
the air traversed by interfering laser beams, as well as vi
tions and thermal drifts, can introduce changes in the opt
path-length difference between the beams. These cha
lead to motion in the interference pattern, which degrades
contrast in the resulting exposure. In order to minim
fringe movement one can implement a feedback system
detects the phase of the fringe pattern and actuates a p
shifting device in the path of one of the interfering beam1

Such fringe lockers have been used for decades and typi
limit fringe drift to 61/20th of a fringe periodp.2 A number
of phase-modulation techniques3–6 have improved on differ-
ent aspects of phase control for specific applications in
past.

Popular choices for phase shifters are opto-electro
modulators ~Pockels cells! and piezo-mounted mirrors
While the former have a large bandwidth, their phase ra
is limited to '2p. Piezoelectric transducers can achie
many multiples ofp in phase change, but they are relative
slow. In contrast, acousto-optic modulators~AOMs! or
Bragg cells offer infinite phase range and transit times on
order of 100 ns.7 Nevertheless we are not aware of any p
vious fringe control application that uses AOMs as actuato

In our system acousto-optic phase shifting also ena
straightforward conversion of relatively low-frequency pha
error signals into high-frequency heterodyne signals. Co
pared to the homodyne case, heterodyne detection offers
ter signal-to-noise ratios, reduced sensitivity to differen
amplitude variations, and less drift due to 1/f noise.8,9 Fur-
thermore, fast, high-resolution, low data-age, and low da
age uncertainty digital phase measuring electronics w
large bandwidth are readily available for heterodyne sig
processing.10

a!Electronic mail: ralf@space.mit.edu
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All of these features are essential for scanning-beam
terference lithography~SBIL!,11,12 a technique currently un
der development in our laboratory. Its basic premise is
generate large area ('300 mm diameter! phase-coherent fi-
ducial gratings and grids by scanning a resist-coated s
strate through an ultralow distortion interference patte
~with diameterd'1 to 2 mm! formed by two narrow laser
beams. Since the substrate is mounted to a moving stag
fringes need to be locked to the moving substrate, i.e., we
only require the ability to lock the fringes, but to move the
in a controlled manner.

In the most basic scheme the substrate is scanned thr
the interference pattern in the direction parallel to the int
ference fringes at some speedv @see Fig. 1~a!#. Fringe drift
at frequencies much greater thanv/d will reduce the contrast
in the recorded pattern. For these frequencies we cons
locking to 6p/100 as sufficient. At smaller frequencie
fringe drift will lead to meandering grating lines. For metro
ogy applications11 we want to limit the latter deviations to 1
nm or less, e.g., we require stability of6p/2000 for a grating
periodp of 2 mm, while 6p/200 would be sufficient forp
5200 nm.

In a more advanced scheme the substrate would
scanned at an arbitrary angle relative to the interfere
fringes @see Fig. 1~b!#. This necessitates a continuously i
creasing phase difference between the two interfering be
in order to lock the pattern to the substrate. The easiest
to achieve this is for the beams to have different frequenc
AOMs are the natural choice for this task.

II. SYSTEM SETUP

A schematic of our system setup is shown in Fig. 2. A
laser beam (l5351.1 nm, frequencyf 0'854 THz! is inci-
dent onto the acousto-optic modulator AOM3, which spl
off a weak first-order reference beam with frequencyf R

5 f 01120 MHz ~gray line in Fig. 2!. The undiffracted
zeroth-order beam is then split by a grating beam split
23421Õ19„6…Õ2342Õ5Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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ideally with twice the period of the desired interferen
pattern.13 Each of the two first-order beams then propaga
through another AOM~AOM1 and AOM2!. Both AOMs are
set to generate strong first-order diffracted beams atf 1' f 2

5 f 01100 MHz, while the zeroth orders are dumped. Bo
arms are reflected by mirrors to intersect at angle 2u on the
stage-mounted wafer, generating an interference fringe
tern with period p5l/(2 sinu). Close to the wafer each
beam is sampled by a weak pickoff splitter. Each of the t
picked-off beams is then combined with one-half of the r
erence beam (f R). Thus two 20 MHz heterodyne signals a
generated, which are then guided through fibers to their
responding phase meters, PM1 and PM2. The latter con
of photodiodes and high-speed signal processing electro
with a digital phase output resolution of 2p/512 and a fre-
quency range of 27.8 MHz centered around 20 MHz.10 The
phase readingsf1 andf2 from PM1 and PM2, respectively

FIG. 1. SBIL scheme for writing large-area gratings.~a! Scanning parallel to
the lines in the interference pattern.~b! Scanning in the direction perpen
dicular to ~a!. The interfering beams are in thex-z plane~not shown!.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the digital heterodyne fringe locking system. Com
nents not needed for the ’’reading‘‘ of gratings~see Fig. 5! are omitted for
clarity.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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are compared by a digital signal process
~DSP/comparator!,12 which then calculates the change in th
driving frequency of AOM1 that is necessary to keep t
phase differenceDf5f22f1 constant at some arbitrar
preset value. The three digital frequency synthesizers sha
common reference clock and are based on the Analog
vices AD9852 chip. We currently use only the highest 32 b
out of the 48-bit frequency words~frequency resolution'20
mHz! for f 1 , f 2 , and f R , and 12-bit words for the powe
settings used to run three independent rf amplifiers, eac
which drives one AOM. The fused quartz AOMs have
bandwidth of 50 MHz centered around 105 MHz. Since
fringe drift of one periodp per second corresponds to a fr
quency difference of 1 Hz between the two interfering arm
one can in principle control fringe movement up to a rate
more than 2.53107 periods/s.

In order to allow a performance comparison, a comm
cially available analog fringe-locking system~AFL! is in-
cluded in the setup.14 Parts of the two picked-off beams ar
combined into two overlapping pairs through a dielect
beam splitter. The resulting homodyne signals, which are
of phase byp with respect to each other, are detected
photodiodes D1 and D2.15 The analog feedback electronic
actuate the piezo-mounted mirror to equalize the intensi
measured at D1 and D2.

The x-y stage that holds the substrate is also heterod
interferometer controlled, using the same type of electron
as for the heterodyne phase meters, but with a HeNe l
(l5633 nm! and a nominal position resolution of 0.31 nm.10

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Without feedback control the phase differenceDf typi-
cally varies overp within 10 s. This corresponds to a fring
drift of p/2, which would lead to a complete loss of contra

A. Analog fringe locker

First we evaluate the performance of the analog frin
locker in our system, using the high-resolution digital pha
sensing electronics. It is possible to reduce the intensity
the reference beam to the point where it does not impede
measurement at D1 and D2 and still obtain a sufficien
strong heterodyne signal at PM1 and PM2. In this modeDf
can be digitally measured while only the analog feedba
loop is closed. As can be seen from the gray line in Fig.
Df/2p varies within6p/20 peak-to-peak in agreement wit
the specifications for the analog system. This performanc
a lower limit, since the AFL locks to the signals detected
D1 and D2, which have traversed slightly different pat
than the signals at PM1 and PM2. The intensity fluctuatio
directly measured on D1 with a 0–45 kHz bandwidth amp
fier and oscilloscope actually appear closer to6p/30 than
6p/20.

B. Digital heterodyne fringe locker

The feedback loop currently employed in the digital h
erodyne system uses simple proportional control. For
ample, if locking to the conditionDf50 is desired, then

-
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FIG. 3. ~a! Comparison of typical
fringe drift ~in fractions of a fringe pe-
riod p5Df/2p) without locking~dot-
ted line!, with the analog fringe locker
~gray line!, and with the digital fringe
locker ~solid black line! over 40 ms.
~b! Power spectral density for the dat
from ~a!.
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f 22 f 150, and the DSP sets the rf frequency for AOM1
FC1KDf, whereFC is the nominal center frequency fo
AOM1 and AOM2, andK is experimentally found to be
around 1400 Hz/rad for optimum disturbance rejection. T
frequency for AOM1 is updated at a 25 kHz rate, while t
frequency for AOM2 remains atFC .

With only the digital loop closed a significant improve
ment in performance is observed~black solid line in Fig. 3!.
Df/2p varies peak-to-peak by6p/60'63s, and the
power spectral density is reduced up to a frequency clos
the value ofK. Since the feedback algorithm can be im
proved and the speed of the electronics has not yet been
exploited we expect that further significant reductions
phase error are possible.

It should be noted that a change in the AOM rf dri
frequency also leads to a change in the angle between
zeroth-order and the first-order diffracted beams, 2uAO

'lFC /(nvs). HereFC5100 MHz, the index of refraction
n'1.5 in fused quartz, and the sound velocity isvs55960
m/s. Any variation in the incident angle at the substr
changes the period of the interference pattern. However
the data from Fig. 3 the changes in drive frequency
AOM1 are within'6100 Hz, i.e., the fractional change i
the period of the interference pattern is only6Dp/p'65
31029. For periods on the order of a few hundred nano
eters this effect is negligible compared to the fringe mot
that we can tolerate. However, when scanning at high sp
as shown in Fig. 1~b! the interference angle between the tw
arms will have to be held constant through actuation of
ditional steering mirrors.

The performance of the heterodyne fringe locking syst
is currently also limited by environmental factors. The sy
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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tem is situated inside a clean room on a simple breadbo
that sits above a vibration isolated granite slab. However,
ceiling air blowers above the breadboard add a signific
acoustic load to the noisy laboratory environment. W
those blowers turned off the peak-to-peak fluctuations dur
fringe-locking improved to63s56p/100 ~see Fig. 4!.

Since phases are not measured directly at the subst
differential phase changes along the short air paths betw
substrate and phase meters can compromise locking pe
mance at the substrate. These effects need to be minim
through symmetric design and a well-controlled enviro
ment.

IV. OUTLOOK AND SUMMARY

The digital heterodyne fringe control system describ
above has further powerful features that might make it attr
tive for applications outside of SBIL. Instead of only on
AOM, both AOMs can be actively controlled. Also the pha
differenceDf can be locked at any value, and the frequen
synthesizers can change phase and frequency independ

For use in SBIL we plan to add information about th
stage position, supplied by the stage interferometer elect
ics, into the feedback loop in order to keep the fringes lock
to the moving substrate. This requires accurate knowledg
the fringe periodp. The necessary metrology for this task
described in a separate article.12 Also, for a goal of 1 nm
phase distortion across a 30 cm grid it is necessary to inc
corrections due to relativistic effects at stage speeds as
as a few cm/s.16 Furthermore, digital control of the AOM rf
power will enable convenient real-time balancing of lig
intensity in the two arms for maximum fringe contrast.
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FIG. 4. Typical fringe drift ~in frac-
tions of a fringe periodp5Df/2p) in
the normal clean room environmen
~gray line! and with reduced acoustic
load ~solid black line, blowers turned
off!. On this scale the resolution of th
digital electronics~1/512 '0.002) is
already discernible.
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The system shown in Fig. 2 can be extended to ena
heterodyne ‘‘reading’’ of phase information from an existin
grating that is scanned through the interference region~see
Fig. 5!. For that purposep should be close to the gratin
period, and the grating should be closely aligned with
interference fringe pattern. The frequenciesf 1 and f 2 now
differ by some fixed amount~e.g., 20 MHz!. Again two dif-
ferent phase signals are compared. One signal consists o
superposition of the reflected beam from one arm and

FIG. 5. Schematic of the SBIL reading mode. Components not needed
the SBIL writing mode~see Fig. 2! are omitted for clarity.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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back-diffracted beam from the other arm~PM3!, while the
other signal is the superposition of beams from each a
picked off close to the grating~PM4!. The difference be-
tween these heterodyne signals gives intensity-weighted
formation, averaged over the beam spot, about the phas
the grating as a function of position, assuming that the st
position can be determined independently. This techni
can therefore be used to generate phase distortion map
any given grating.

In summary we have designed and implemented a dig
heterodyne interference fringe control system for use
scanning-beam interference lithography. The initial proof-
principle system has achieved fringe locking to with
6p/100 peak-to-peak. We expect its performance to be
proved in the near future. A soon-to-be-installed enviro
mental enclosure will advance control of environmental va
ables ~temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.! by orders of
magnitude and better insulate the SBIL system acoustica
The feedback control algorithm can be improved, and
expect to be able to update the feedback loop at several
dred kHz. These improvements should allow us to keep
phase error very close to the phase resolution of the elect
ics at62p/512. Configurations with higher phase resoluti
are available if necessary.17
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